DIAMOND DUST – Polishing Scrub For Face & Body
Size: 4 oz./120 ml Skin Type: All Purpose: Refine complexion & smooth skin
Diamond Dust is anyone's best body "smoother" ‐ especially during the dry winter months! It
is extremely beneficial to those that suffer from acne, chronic skin disorders and irritating
itchiness caused by either dry air conditions or harsh fabrics. The LMENTHOL factor is a
superior antibacterial shield and fights all manner of problems.
Whether used as a gentle facial redefining polish or an overall super body scrubber in the
shower or bath, the effects are quite dazzling! And ...thanks to the amazing polishing properties
of our unique caged zeolites, there is absolutely none of the microscopic scarring associated
with many of the "wrongfully boasted" store brands. There is no doubt about it, once you've
used diamond dust, you won't be able to be without it!
As a special treat, spoil yourself and go for exhilaration plus, by using diamond dust and then
cleansing with either Mint Mantra or Ice Shower. You simply won't believe how your skin
feels ‐ but sufficient to say, we'll leave that discovery up to you!

Formula Highlights
• Diamond Dust is formulated with rare cage‐like structures called Zeolites. These unique

crystalline spheres are hydrated silicates from volcanoes, whose molecular composition resembles
that of a cage, or trap. Chemists often call this factor "Spin Trap" as these geodesic formations spin,
trap and retain the countless heavy metal pollutants that deposit on our skin through
environmental attack.
• Titanium Dioxide acts as a powerful light‐activated catalyst for antibacterial and anti‐viral activity
and is a natural sun block.
• The LMenthol in diamond dust is extracted from Japanese Mint. At 25,000 parts per million
(PPM), it is the most potent source of menthol on the planet ‐ making this left‐handed essential oil
component more penetrating than DMSO. Its chemo‐prophylactic properties keep "foreign
invaders" from landing as they simultaneously render existing surface bacteria ineffective. They
also serve to keep your product clear of contaminants. L‐menthol maintains the chiral purity of the
skin during the aging process.
• Right‐handed Vitamin E or DAlpha Tocopherol, is the only natural
version of Vitamin E and is the antioxidant with the best and most
widely respected reputation. Sourced from Purslane (portulaca
oleracea) where it occurs at 2300 parts per million (PPM), it is hands
down more effective than the left‐handed version. The racemic
combination of left and right, which totally dominates the general
skin care and health food industry, is absolutely ineffective, and is
used for label claim only.
• Blending Jasmine Alcohol, with the Essential Oils of Peppermint,
Grapefruit, and Eucalyptus, creates our tantalizing CHIROMA‐
THERAPY ratio.

